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Severe Weather Activity
· Over a dozen tornadoes were reported in the Plains

on Thursday as tornadic storms moved across the
heartland.

· Tornado damage was reported in Weskan, Kansas, on
Thursday evening.  A rain-wrapped tornado was
reported near McDonald, Kansas, on Thursday
afternoon.

· Other tornado reports in Kansas included a spotter-
reported spin-up in Gove County and a tornado
near Edson, Kansas, about 15 miles southeast
of Goodland.

· An additional tornado was confirmed in Oklahoma on Thursday evening in Grady County.  Just
after 7:30 p.m. CDT, another tornado was located near Cole, Oklahoma.

· In Colorado, a potential tornadic debris signature (TDS) was noted Thursday afternoon near
Hale. Multiple tornadoes were reported near Arapahoe, where spotters confirmed short-lived
tornadoes that were lifting and dropping again.

· A possible rain-wrapped tornado was reported in Dundy County, Nebraska. A tornado was also
on the ground about 4 miles southwest of McCook, Nebraska, on Thursday.

· At least 16 preliminary tornado reports were listed by the National Weather Service's Storm
Prediction Center on Thursday.

Flood Risk
Texas

· A stalled storm in Texas is set to lead to days of
excessively wet weather for millions in the state,
and AccuWeather meteorologists continue to
emphasize that the rounds of rain and severe
thunderstorms could create a very dangerous
situation through the weekend.

· This influx of moisture will be so significant, that a
widespread 1–2 inches of rain is expected from
northeastern Mexico to southwestern Oklahoma.

· A slightly smaller, but still expansive, zone from Brownsville to Wichita Falls, Texas, is likely to
have at least 2–4 inches of rain in just a few days.

· Despite how dry it has been across much of Texas, the rain can fall heavily enough over a short
amount of time to cause flash flooding and rapid water rises on small streams, creeks and
dangerous flooding on streets and highways.

· This could be especially true for major cities across central Texas, like San
Antonio, Austin and Abilene, where half a foot of rain could fall in just a couple of days.
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· An even smaller area, centered near and west of San Antonio could receive closer to a foot of
rain by the end of the day on Sunday.

· Thunderstorms containing dangerous winds and large, damaging hail may erupt as early as
midday on Friday and continue to rumble through portions of northeastern Mexico and Texas
through Friday night. The most widespread risk for these thunderstorms may center along the
border between the United States and Mexico.
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4671 PR Hurricane Fiona 78 Municipalities 231 11/21/2022

4697 MS Severe Storms & Tornadoes 6 Counties 42 5/25/2023

4701 TN Severe Storms & Tornadoes 10 Counties 33 6/6/2023

4709 FL Flood 1 County 7 6/27/2023
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